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The Kidzberg Car Set combines comfort and safety for a great value of child restraint and exceeds the minimum standard for
a car seat. Made from a high-quality material to ensure the safety of your child, it has an adjustable headrest can be
customized to fit children of different sizes while a body is doubled and fully padded helps and keep the children safe and



comfortable. This car seat provides a great vehicle fit and helps your child protected longer in both rear and forward-facing
positions. This has a side impact protection with an energy-absorbing shell and pads that helps reduce the force felt by the
baby in a collision. The adjustable 5 point harness provides better security. Perfect and can be accommodated in both small
and big vehicle passed the EU R16 regulations or other equivalent standards certification which can prove that the motor
vehicle is equipped with three-point static belt adjuster which meets the requirements. The covers are made of 100%
polyester with polyurethane fills. This baby car seat provides added safety at the same time providing extreme comfort for
your infant or toddler. Harness covers, buckle covers, and a plush head pillow will keep your infant or toddler comfortable
during long car trips. Express your love to your young one by providing them comfort, safety, and security under your
vehicle with the Kidzberg Baby Car Seat. 

 

 

 

 

Features: 

Suitable forward facing from 9kg to 36kg/ approx .12 years 3 seat recline positions forward facing and 10 height adjustments
(use upright and tilted for 1yr onwards Side impact protection provides added security for the body Seat and back padding
can be removed for extra space Reinforced steel inner seat shell increases structural integrity Auto Adjust side wings widen
as headrest is raised to accommodate growing children One-hand, 10 position height adjustable headrest Multi-height
headrest and harness system adjust simultaneously and require no re-threading of harness Well marked, color-coded
installation paths Dual lock-offs for installing with vehicle's 3-point seat belt 5-point harness with soft, padded covers keeps
baby cozy and secure Children in Group 1 use the seat with backrest, which is fixed with three-point seat belts of a car. And
then children are fixed on the seat by the seat belts. Children in Group 2 use the seat with backrest ,which removes its own
belts. The car seat and the child are all fixed with three-point seat belts of the car.

 

 

 

 

Specifications:

Brandname: Kidsberg Color: Red  Frame Material: High Grade ABS and Steel Cover Material:  100% Polyester with
Polyurethane fills Child Weight Capacity:  9 to 36 kg (ECE group I/II/III) Group1: 9kg - 18kg  Group2 : 15kg - 25kg 
Group3 : 22kg - 36kg Install Style: Forward-Facing Product Usage:  9 months -12 years old Testing Certification: ECE
R44/04 UNIVERSAL Product Dimension:  53-65cm x  43cm x  64-85cm Weight: 5kgs Box Dimension: 44cm x 29cm x
68cm 

 



EAN : 0634158798290

ISBN : 94018000

Weight : 5.20 Kg

Volume : 0.08677 m3

(L x l x H) : 44.00 cm x 29.00 cm x 68.00 cm

Box 1  units

Pallet 18  (Units)

Box dimensions 44cm x 29cm x 68cm

Link to the product

https://www.msy.be/kidzberg-kg1001rd-baby-car-seat-red-xml-372-4198.html

